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DUTCH STRIKE AGAIN: FIRST EASA PONG CHAMPION - A HISTORICAL MOMENTUM

SANTA CLAUS IN TOWN
MYSTERIOUS HAPPENINGS ARE NO COINCIDENCE - EASA’S FIRST CHRISTMAS GATE?

PARAPLU TODAY
KILLER PIGEON
STRIKE AGAIN > read
further on page 3

TWISTED
NEWS
JERA (SLO) HITS
MORE MISERY

In the centre of this
twisted story is Jera, a
participant from Slovenia.
She experienced a series
of unlucky events (includ-

ing her car being broken into,
as reported by your humble
reporters yesterday), the latest
being an accident on a skateboard. Apparently, she was
trying to learn how to skateboard, which soon proved to be
a bad idea - she lost balance,
fell and twisted her ankle. We

REPORT CONTINUES AT PAGE 2

DELI CORNER
It’s really scary but the
baguettes size is getting
bigger and bigger! Good
for us! Or maybe it is a
wish somebody secretly
made to Santa Clause!
Whatever, keep whishing and maybe tomorrow
the sleepy guys will have
coffee at 12:00 in the
morning!

In their inexhaustible
efforts to provide EASA
with the latest news The
PARAPLU editors discovered Santa Claus’ real
home in Roubaix.
This is the proof Santa Claus
does not live at the North Pole
as has been preached by oldfashioned scientists and credulous parents. The PARAPLU
scientiﬁc team has always had
their doubts about this senseless theory, and did not save
any efforts or money to disclose the TRUTH. PARAPLU
reporters found Santa Claus
- a little dusted, but happily as
ever - standing on some kind
of improvised balcony.
SANTA’S SUMMER OUTFIT
But this is not where the reporters stopped. The everburning question of mankind what
Santa wears at home or in summer was to be revealed. The
exclusive PARAPLU pictures
proof that Santa is wearing the

same clothes day and night,
even in summer.
LINK WITH TONI?

REPORT CONTINUES AT PAGE 2

SCAFFOLSCAPE

Scaffolscape ignites exuberant creativity, leading to
Baroquesque, modern and
even supermodern inﬂuences in ordinary building
platforms….
or has scaffolding been
elevated to a new form of
architectural expression? Can
we speak of a major revolution

with a long lasting impact on
the creative minds of our future EASArchitects? Only the
future can tell… But surely a
lot of interesting stuff is going
on and a tour through the main
sleeping areas proves a refreshing and inspiring experience.
Italian quarter provides a clear
example of Postmodernism,

REPORT CONTINUES AT PAGE 2

EASA WEATHER!
28º
14º

Tommorrows weather will
continue to test our nerves,
the sun will use it´s full
potential to keep the
barpeople running to the
fridge.
DRINK ADVICE: never
leave your waterbottle
alone.

PARANORMAL??
So the clothes performance

SANTA CLAUS IN TOWN
CONTINUING PAGE 1
This discovery does not stand
on itselves. Our reporters have
been following trails including spontaneous growing
christmas trees and erupting christmas houses. (see
exclusive pictures). Rumours
have been heard that the spirit
of Santa Claus is dominating
Roubaix and Toni incidentally
injured one of the puppets of
the christmas house, thereby
angering Santa Claus. PARAPLU reporters continue their
search for the real identity
of Santa and his anger. Is it
true that in his overtime he is
cooking for EASA? -

do you have
Britney Spears?

READ ALL ABOUT IT TOMORROW - IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW WITH LE CHEF

of last night really impressed
people, and then the movie...
There was a ﬁght for seats
because those 3 people
watching it couldn’t decide
where to sit among 300 seats.
They wanted it all! And the
music on the party though
excellent attracted same 3
again. Maybe the fancy VIP
party of backyard stole the
crowd (because of the ﬁre or
ﬁreing atmosphere???), or
people ﬁnally started to spend
condoms? Can you feel the
beat of the shaken and sturbed
scaffoldings? We loved the
colourful fabric. And those
Croatians showed up on time
for kitchen duty this year; and
fast were those hands wrapping up lunch. Compliments
to the chef and superpolite
kitchen crew! ( DK:FRA 0:1)
Young Roubaix archi-fans
(9-12) payed us a visit and
brought presents after being
thrilled the day before when
Casper (the friendly Dk ghost)
gave them a tour. So now we
have a good connection for
local forbidden substances ;)
Watch it and dont be the one
with more broken body parts,
so you take the lead in EASA
hospital. Unless you have a
real good insurance policy.

TWISTED NEWS
CONTINUING PAGE 1
met her at the bar to ask a few
questions.
P: Does it hurt?
J: Yes, it does.
P: Bad?
J: I think so. It’s all blue.
P: Is your ankle broken?
J: No, it’s just twisted.
P: How did it happen?
J: I was trying to skateboard...
P: Whose skateboard was it?
J: It was hers, it’s all her fault
(pointing a ﬁnger at a suspicious girl across the bar).
P: It seems you’re not very
lucky.
J: No, I’m not. You could
place bets on what will happen to me next...
And so we parted from Jera
to continue our search for
the latest news, hoping that
you’ve all got travel insurance. As things go around
here, you might need it.

PARAPLU
RECONSTRUCTION
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SCAFFOLSCAPE
CONTINUING PAGE 1
stuctivism and by contrast put
a christmas tree on top. Would
Eisenmann agree?
Turkish took a different route:
one of despair and waiting
for someone to help. Will
their structure ever rise? Are
they ready for the EU? Even
a modern representation of a

‘form follows concept’ and
watch your head when invited
on the roofpiazza and enjoying your lambrusco. Would
Aldo Rossi agree? Belarusian
participants chose a different
formal language and decided
to reinvent the ‘black box’,
including just a hint of decon-
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lovely mediavel mediterranean citycentre including a
slope. And did MVRDV come
by to advise on the cantilever?
What would Rem Koolhaas
say? He would have liked it,
organized chaos and leaking
roofes are his trademark. He
actually applied for participation in this years EASA, but
the the quotum was already
ﬁlled…
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How to survive
and stay alive

in roubaix and la condition
publique
1. if you decide to go to explore the town try to do it during daytime, before the sunset,
not because of avoiding the
pathetic picture in the sky:),
but for safety reasons. to say it
in other words- if you’re a girl
maybe you would like to hear
from the men from different
ages (7 to 107) - proposals
and comments in french you
don’t understand; a word or
just something like “ i love
you, i love you, i love you ***
“; and the best part - if you
don’t answer in the way like
“ i love you ,too” they’re not
going to leave you alone, or
maybe they can start coming
after you without your call.
So, night reserved for la condition publique - go party!
*on the sidewalk try to ﬁnd
interesting sprayed sites in
ﬂuorescent colours,and take a
picture of your shadow, ‘cause
probably you’re gonna be the
only human in the street.
*argh- it can be a really
interesting experience driving
around roubaix on the back
seat of the car with the ribbon
wrapped around your eyes, so
you can just feel tree shadows
passing by in the speedy driving - if you have tutors with
such extra- ordinary ideas
2. MUST things à la condition publique:
*spray against the mosquitos
(if you don’t like the beautiful red spots and dots on your
face - the only part of the
body outside the sleeping bag
-(or maybe not the only?)
*if you smoke - rolling
tobacco package - it will take
time to roll a cigarette, so you’
re going to smoke less, it’s
good for sharing with friends
and for starting a conversation
with strangers- but aren’t we
all easa friends? if you’re not
a smoker you’ll be on easa
‘cause of the sharing experience.
*japanese mules are totally

in! cheap and chic they would
say...you know the brand.
*get as much stickers “i love
rbx” as possiblle - for better
- make a collection getting it
from the people you meet here
writing their names on it- the
more nonsensible things to do
- the more joyful time spending
*and play with the scaffholdings -you’re an architect
* don’t forget learning french
phrases such as ça va? oui,
ça va bien. explore the other
languages,too
*boiling water to mix with
the l’éau freude while taking
a shower
*spectacular pong contest
today!
3. and at the end, if this all
beautiful things are not satisfying enough for you - go use
your free metro ticket to lille,
change an environment for
one day, see the happenings,
and all the contemporary
chefs d’oevre d’architecture;
but before leave some money
à la conidtion publique buying the guide for lille -centre
culturel d’europe (only 2,5
euros), save your condom for
roubaix or buy some more
(enough people to choose for
sharing it), eat your chocolate
candy with 74% cacao on the
way back HOME, and come
back (remember! before the
sunset -cinderellas!)
pipping pixel

LOST:
Little guy with big
nose. Might have
been returned with
an empty beer bottle. If you ﬁnd him
call +38564751258

DAILY EASA FASHION IDEAS

KILLER PIGEON EASA UNKNOWN
STRIKES AGAIN IN ROUBAIX
It seems as if the chill-out
area where the NC meetings
are held is becoming a real
battleﬁeld: After monday’s
attack on the Spanish and
Croatian NCs; the pigeons
struck again. This time the
victim was Jost; the German NC.”SCHEISSE! Was’n
das für ein SCHEISS hier!!!
Blöde TAUBENKACKE!!”
were some of the things that
could be heard throughout the
La Condition Publique. Obviously Jost was very much
upset, and we can expect him
to get back on the pigeon one
way or the other. Also, this is
a proof that the ﬁrst pigeon
attack wasn’t a coincidence
either; but that our feathered
friends are well organized and
not to be underestimated. Is
there any relation with Santa’s
spirit? The PARAPLU team
will keep you updated on the
further development of the
conﬂict, until that, keep low.

After a walk in the surroundings of “La Condition
Publique” we have realized
that people have strange
funny ideas about EASA.
They don’t know what it
is. Only the guy in the shop
across the street noticed
that he has better income,
so he said “EASA is great”.
He has explained to us,
that it has to do with fashion week because many
beautiful and well dressed
girls have visited his shop.
He has also asked us how
can he come, when the
party starts?... We told him
“Party is all the time”. People don’t know that EASA
is in their town. You should
do something about it.

WORLD
NEWS

NEWS FROM THE
WORLD OUTSIDE EASA
SIMPSON STILL IN CLOSET?
A Simpsons movie is planned for
when the TV show ﬁnally ends.
A character from The Simpsons
is to be revealed as gay, sparking
a mystery among fans over who
it will be.

WORLD´S TINIEST FISH
IDENTIFIED
The minuscule ﬁsh, called a stout
infantﬁsh, is only about 7mm
long. The infantﬁsh, is no longer
than the width of a pencil. Only
six specimens of the stout infantﬁsh have ever been found. The
females - at around 8.4mm - seem
to be bigger than males, who
usually measure in at a diminutive 7mm. They are what scientist
term “paedomorphic”, which
means they retain many infantile
characteristics, even when adult.
The stout infantﬁsh gets its name
from its babyish features, and
the fact that it is unusually stout
compared to other species of infantﬁsh. Its tiny frame is matched
by its short lifespan, which is
thought to be a mere two mon
ths. This quick turnover might
actually work in the ﬁsh’s favour,
allowing it to keep up with a
world that is changing fast.

It will be all perfect
if you already have
a lover. Well, if you
don’t, just follow
the yesterday’s instructions for making friends. One
way or another- it
will be a perfect day.
Bad luck! You will
accidentaly miss
everything today,
the workshops, the
dinner, the wine,
the dancing...
Please, just try to
ﬁnd your oWn bed!
If you drink as
much as yesterday
it will be ﬁne. if
you drink less you
will have a headache. And if any more - you’ll
probably pass out. So be careful.
Keep your horn
safely in your
pocket. Try to be
nice... We know
you don’t like it!
A tip - buy wine
for every EASAn
you know! Believe it, you will
be popular afterwards.
How can it be a
bad day for such a
nice person! Just
keep enjoying being you and let the
others know that.
A swimming pool
would suit you for
today. If you ﬁnd
one, let us know.
You’ll get a bonus!
Please don’t wake
up! It’s going to
be your worst
EASA day. Some
traumas might
take place, or
you’ll drink too
much, or something else...

Call your mother.
There is a slight
possibility she’s
waiting for your
permission to give
you more money
for wine.
Try to ﬁnd your
second half today.
It won’t be hard,
as long as you
offer wine! But be
careful, look for
an one-nite stand
(so you can search
again tomorrow).
A brilliant evening
is ahead! Be prepared - jump into the
shower and put on
your boogie shoes.
Dance till you drop,
and ﬁnd someone to
carry you home.
Just relax and
enjoy the sun.
You can skip your
workshop today,
but give us some
wine for letting you
do so.
Do your best not
to stay a virgin
anymore... There
are plenty people
around you eager
to help.

DISAPPEARENCES

Some reserved MATERIALS
from the material room have
disappeared, disabling some
workshops to continue. Some
materials were very expensive. You are not allowed in
the material room without
someone from the organization. Sim’s and Bertrand are
the chiefs of the material, ﬁnd
them ﬁrst.
ORGANIZERS need people
to reshape the INFOPOINT.
Want to help them out and
show your creative or muscular powers? Get listed at the
ofﬁce!!!
Cute girl from Belgium lost
her sweater Monday. Even
though she has been looking
for it since the moment she
started missing it, sweater
and girl were not re-united.
SANTA CLAUS knows who
took it and asks this person to
deliver it to the red PARAPLU BOX ™ at the bar. MISSING SWEATER PROFILE:
Beige with black stripes (or
black with beige stripes) and
big black band on bottom.

DANISH CHAMPAGNE
PARTY

After being confronted with
the shocking fact that the
EASA bar already closes at
2 am, the Danish team took
matters into their own hands.
They went to the supermarket,
and considering that we are in
France, they decided to buy
champagne, and 45 bottles
of it. A beautiful sight it was
on the cashieres belt. The
fact that the price per bottle

of champagne was a magical
85 cent might also have help
the motivation of the danish
shoping adventure. The taste
of the champagne is even
said to be good. “Only thing
needed now is fresh strawberries” was the comment of the
danish team.

